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AM P H I AR E I O N AN D A 

F RAG M E NTA RY SAC R E D 
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AB STRACT 

The rules and norms affecting the pre-incubation sacrifice at ie Amphiareion 
at Oropos are reexamined here in light of a new fragment, I. Oropos 278. The 
study of this fragment together wlth other evidence for sacrifice at the sanc- 
tuary suggests that the rules governing the pre-incubation sacrifice at the 
Amphiareion were more flexible during the 4th century B.C. than they appear 
from Pausanias's later description of incubation on a ram's skin. I.Oro- 
pos 278 is shown here to incorporate a sacrificial tariff. Representative sacrifi- 
cial tariffs listed in an appendix further support this interpretation. 

Among the inedita in his monumental OC £21CypOC£f IOV Qprov, Vasileios 
Petrakos included two fragmentary sacred laws.1 One of these, I.Oropos 
279, is preserved in a transcription made by Ioannis Papadimitriou and 
appears now to be lost. The other, I. Oropos 278 (= SEG XLVII 488), is a 
small fragment now housed at the Peiraieus Museum (inv. 408), where I 
studied it in July 2001. 

Despite its fragmentary state, the new law contributes to our knowl- 
edge of sacrificial practice at the Amphiareion at Oropos during the 4th 
century B.C. Previously, evidence for this practice derived primarily from a 
passage in the great code of the sanctuary, LSCG 69 (I. Oropos 277), and 
Pausanias's discussion (1.34.5) of incubation on the skin of sacrificed rams. 
I discuss these two sources below, as well as three votive reliefs from the 
Amphiareion, in an attempt to interpret the new fragment and explain its 
significance for our understanding of sacrificial rules and norms at the 
sanctuary. Further evidence supporting my interpretation of the new 
fragment can be found in the examples of sacrificial tariffs listed in the 
appendix. 
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When he is present, the priest shall pray over the divine portions 
and place (them) on the altar; when he is not present, those who 
offer the sacrifice (shall do so), and at the festival (X Hvoz), each 
shall pray for himself, while the priest (shall pray) over the public 
(victims) . The skin of all victims offered in the sanctuary [ [shall be] 
sacred3;4 each person shall be allowed to offer anything he wishes 
but meat shall not be carried out of the sacred precinct. Those 
offering sacrifice shall give the priest the shoulder of the victims 
except when the festival takes place, on which occasion the priest 
shall receive the shoulder of each one of the public victims. 

LSCG 69 distinguishes between two types of sacrifice, namely private and 
public, and determines the roles of the worshippers and the priest. It does 
not for the most part specify the occasions for sacrifice, probably because 
these were regarded as self-evident. Only one occasion is mentioned di- 
rectly, i.e., the festival5 at which the priest would pray over the public vic- 
tims (those provided by the state), while private persons would pray over 
their own victims. Other occasions for sacrifice are not named; even sacri- 
fice related to the sanctuary's main activity, incubation, is not mentioned 
directly, although incubation itself is discussed in relative detail.6 In re- 
spect to occasion, we learn only that worshippers ought to handle the sac- 
rifice themselves whenever the priest is not present. 

The law is more specific in respect to priestly prerogatives, the treat- 
ment of the skins, the consumption of the sacrificial meat, and the choice 

2. Petropoulou 1981, pp. 60-63. 
3. Petropoulou (1981, p. 44) sug- 

gests that the vacat at the beginning 
of line 36 (and perhaps the one at the 
end of line 35) resulted from the stone- 
cutter's attempt to avoid flaws in the 
marble. For the use of vacant spaces 
for punctuation in this document, 
see Petropoulou 1981, pp. 43-44. In 
line 26, Petropoulou prints lo; Petra- 
kos IOV. The photographs in both pub- 
lications show nu. 

4. I.e., it would belong to the 
sanctuary. 

5. Two apobates reliefs dating to the 
late 5th-early 4th century B.C. seem to 
be the earliest attestations for an ago- 
nistic festival in honor of Amphiaraos. 
The earliest victor catalogue from 
Oropos, I. Oropos 520, dating before 
338 B.C., mentions the Greater Amphi- 
areia, a pentaeteric festival to be distin- 
guished from the postulated yearly 
Lesser Amphiareia (Petrakos 1968, 
p. 94; cf. Durrbach 1890, p. 128). See 
Petrakos 1968, pp. 194-198; Petropou- 
lou 1981, p.56, n.54; for the reliefs see 
Petrakos 1968, pp.121-122, nos.16, 
17,pls.38,39. 

6. Lines 20-24, 36-52. 

SACRIFICE IN LSCG 69 

LSCG 69, which probably dates between 387 and 377 B.C. (see below, 
note 73), regulates the rights and duties of the priest and the neokoros at 
the Amphiareion and the behavior of worshippers, devotes an entire para- 
graph to sacrifice. This paragraph seems to have been regarded as unsatis- 
factory in antiquity and the stone underwent erasures, perhaps, as Angeliki 
Petropoulou suggested,2 on three different occasions. It is inserted in the 
middle of the section of the law that regulates incubation, distinguished 
from it by the rasura in line 25 and by the sacat in line 36. 

Petropoulou's text runs as follows:3 

Stoich. 35 
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of victims. The stipulation in lines 30-31 that refers to private sacrifice, as 
the wording ot oev Dokoet zzototos (whatever each person may wish) 
suggests, leaves the choice of victims to the discretion of the worshippers, 
allowing them to sacrifice victims they choose. This stipulation is some- 
what peculiar. In certain cultic contexts one finds requirements to sacrifice 
particular animals or prohibitions against sacrificing others.7 A prohibi- 
tion might be expressed indirectly by stipulating what can be sacrificed,8 
but an all-embracing positive stipulation such as that in the present law is 
exceptional. 

Furthermore, the license to sacrifice whatever one wishes may contra- 
dict what we know about pre-incubation sacrifice at the Amphiareion, 
which seems to have demanded the sacrifice of a specific animal. We might 
ask ourselves why the sanctuary's authorities inform worshippers that they 
can offer whatever they wish without making any exception for the most 
common sacrifice at the Amphiareion if it allowed only a specific animal. 
For an answer we need to consider the evidence of Pausanias and the vo- 
tive reliefs from the Amphiareion. 

PAUSANIAS AND VOTIVE RELIEFS 

In the course of his description of the Amphiareion, Pausanias informs us 
(1.34.5) that prior to incubation, the worshippers at the sanctuary must 
purify themselves. This purification was obtained by offering sacrifice to 
Amphiaraos and "to all those whose names appear on the altar." While the 
specifics of the practice are not clear from the description, the purification 
offering seems to have taken place at the great altar of the Amphiareion. 
In 1.34.3 Pausanias describes the altar as consisting of five parts belonging 
respectively to five groups of divinities: the first includes Herakles, Zeus, 
and Apollo the Healer (Iloetxv); the second, heroes and their wives; the 
third, Hestia, Hermes, Amphiaraos, and, of Amphiaraos's children, Am- 
philochos;9 the fourth, Aphrodite, Panakeia, laso, Hygieia, and Athena 
the Healer (Ilottxvtot); and the fifth, the nymphs, Pan, and the rivers Ache- 
loos and Kephisos. Pausanias's testimony has been at least partially corrob- 
orated by the discovery of two 4th-century stelail° stating that they belong 
to Amphiaraos and Amphilochos (perhaps together with Hermes: I. Oropos 
280, 'A,u(ptotpoto I 'A,u(ptRoXo I ['Ep,uo]) and to Hestia (I. Oropos 281). Pausa- 
nias adds that once the purification rites have been completed, prospective 
incubants may proceed to the next stage: they must sacrifice a ram on 
whose skin they will lie down to sleep.l1 

7. For example, the sacrifice of birds pp. 416-417, lines 4-5. LSCG 161 here). See in general Robert 1966, 
"or anything one might wish except (Iscr. Cos ED 62), A, lines 2-3,5-7, pp. 196-197. 
he-goats and she-goats" is prescribed in which mentions customary victims 9. Or "the children of Amphilo- 
POxy. XXXE 2797.6 (see Robert (C£t0£C0t TA VOMC4O£V[a]), notes that chos," which is less likely considering 
1966, pp. 192-210); LSCG 114 A sacrifice of a certain other animal is I. Oropos 280 (discussed immediately 
allows sacrifice of anything one wishes, permitted, evidently because this ani- below); see Petrakos's comments, 
but sheep and pigs are forbidden. More mal was not considered customary (So- I. Oropos, p. 185; also Schachter 1981, 
examples are listed below, ns. 8,21-22; kolowski's xockocMcov, i.e., chicken, p.26, n. 3; Durrbach 1890, p. 111. 
cf. n. 78. makes good sense but the exact restora- 10. Petrakos 1968, p. 96. 

8. See Parker and Obbink 2000, tion is uncertain; cf. M. Segre's note 11. Cf. Durrbach 1890, pp. 131-132. 
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Figure 1. Fragmentary 4th-century 
B.C. votive relief from the Amphia- 
reion at Oropos showing a pig and a 
sheep being led to sacrifice. Athens, 
National Archaeological Museum, 
inv. 1395. Courtesy National Archaeologi- 
cal Museum, Athens 
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Pausanias's testimony has again been corroborated by further archaeo- 
logical discoveries. A fragmentary 4th-century B.C. votive relief from the 
Amphiareionl2 depicts the incubant on what is clearly sheep fleece.l3 An- 
other 4th-century B.C. relief from the site (Fig. 1) portrays a family (man, 
woman, child) with two attendants leading a sheep and a pig to sacrifice.l4 
As Folkert van Straten notes,l5 the pig or piglet would be offered for puri- 
fication; the sheep, or rather, ram, would be offered for its skin. What we 
have here and in Pausanias's description is, in fact, a double sacrifice: the 
first is offered to a group of concerned divinities; the second is likely to go 
to the main divinity.l6 Together they comprise a preliminary step leading 
to the main event, incubation. 

Despite the evidence of these reliefs and of Pausanias, there is reason 
to believe that while a ram was the offering of choice for the pre-incuba- 
tion sacrifice, it was not always mandatory, nor was sleeping on its skin. As 
both Petropoulou and van Straten have noticed,l7 in addition to the li- 
cense granted in LSCG 69, lines 30-31, to worshippers at the Amphiareion 

12. Petrakos 1968, p. 123, no. 21, 
pl. 41:b. 

13. See Petropoulou 1985, pp. 170- 
171. 

14. Athens, National Archaeo- 
logical Museum, inv. 1395; Petrakos 
1968, p. 123, no. 20, with p. 133, 

pl.41:a;I.Oropos,p.182. 
15. See van Straten 1995, pp. 73-74. 
16. A similar process is seen not 

. . . . > wltnout varlants ln sanctuarles ot 
Asklepios. See Petropoulou 1991, 
esp. pp. 26-27. Despite the consider- 
able merits of the work, the discussion 

in Edelstein and Edelstein 1945 
[1998], II, pp. 186-187 (testimonia 
in I, pp. 290-294, nos. 511-517) is 
outdated. 

17. Petropoulou 1985, pp. 175-176; 
van Straten 1995, pp. 73-74. 
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Figure 2. Relief from the Amphia- 
reion at Oropos dedicated to Amphi- 
araos byArchinos (400-350 B.C.). 

Athens, National Archaeological 
Museum, inv. 3369. Courtesy National 
Archaeological Museum, Athens 

to sacrifice whatever they wish, no animal skin is evident in the Archinos 
relief from the Amphiareion; the incubant is lying on a sheet of cloth that 
also covers him as his upper body rests against a pillow (Fig. 2; I. Oropos 
344, 400-350 s.c.).18 

I assume that the sacrificial relief in Figure 1 depicts what was or was 
becoming the norm; in reality and in agreement with the stipulation in 
LSCG 69, lines 30-31, worshippers could choose their animals.19 Whether 
this would depend on financial20 or other reasons is not easy to determine. 
One must, however, distinguish between rules and norms. Greek sacrifi- 
cial regulations are in general less concerned with normal practice and 
what can be considered common knowledge than with modifications of or 
deviations from normal practice. For example, normal practice included 
the sacrifice of goats or pigs and there is no need for a law to state this. For 
cases in which the sacrifice of such animals was undesirable, it would be 
explicitly forbidden,21 in the same way as the sacrifice of a particular ani- 
mal might be explicitly prescribed.22 This may help to explain the stipula- 
tion in LSCG 69, lines 30-31. At the Amphiareion, the sacrifice depicted 
in the sacrificial relief and described by Pausanias was or became the norm. 
It was not the rule, however, at least not while LSCG 69 was in effect, and 
the possibility of departing from the norm is the reason why the law states 
this rule so explicitly. 

An indication that in the 4th century the rules allowed sacrificial free- 
dom can be found in the new fragment, I. Oropos 278, which incorporates 
a section addressing the general license to sacrifice anything one wishes in 
a more specific way, by providing a list of animals. Before proceeding to 
the interpretation of this fragment, I present here my text based on au- 
topsy, with restorations, epigraphical commentary, and a discussion of pre- 
vious scholarship. 

18. Athens, National Archaeolog- 
ical Museum, inv. 3369. Note Georg 
Kaibel's comment on the linen cushion 
and pillow in Ar. Amphiaraos, fr. 18, 
quoted in PCG III 2, p. 43. 

19. It is not inevitable that at one 
time or another only one sacrifice 
would be offered or that bloodless 
offerings were employed in the sacri- 
ficial process; see Petropoulou 1985, 
p.l75. 

20. So Petropoulou 1985, p. 176. 
But Archinos, who had not slept on a 
ram's skin, was wealthy enough to 
afford a high-quality relief. 

21. For prohibitions see, e.g., LSCG 
126, line 7 (no pig); LSCG Suppl. 57, 
line 12 (no goat); LSCG 14 B (neither 
goat nor pig). 

22. For such requirements see, e.g., 
LSCG 140, line 4 (pig); 170, line 1 
(goat). 
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THE NEW FRAGMENT 

I. Oropos 278 
Fig. 3 

H. 0.27, W. 0.071 (top)-0.08 (bottom), Th. 0.08 m 

L.H. 0.007-0.008; O, (), and Q 0.005 m; interlinear space 0.009 m 

Surviving uninscribed surface above the first line ca. 0.023-0.028 m 

A small, weathered fragment of a white marble stele broken on all sides. 

The original rough-picked back survives. "Discovered behind [north of] 

the Curio monument."23 The letters are not deeply cut and the inscribed 

face is rather worn. The lower part of the last letter in line 7 is covered 

by a drop of what appears to be cement and the left side, which may be 

cut rather than broken, is covered by rough, corroded matter. Above the 

first line, there is vacant space that may establish it as the original first 

line, or, less likely, may represent a space between paragraphs or different 

documents. 

saec. IVa. 
Non-stoich. 

vacat 

[ ]aC, £-[ ] 

[- - ] TR°az£4[ 
] 

[- -] rYlv 8£,[Lav ZXfV - - -] 

4 [- - - to]tzo86 X[- - - ] 

[- - - -] a vvvvv £ [- - - - - - -] 

[- - £,UDa]XA£69 . (?)[- - -] 
[- - oVo]vtHog oD[oRov - - -] 

8 [- - -]og Avo oD[oRovs/, - - -] 

[- - -] D00s 8£[- - - - - - - - ] 

[- - -]V Xt°£ta [- 
] 

[ ] FLO0XFt 
] 

2 [ ] oxtE[v ] 

[ ] [ ] 

Line 1: [- - -]ac, £[- - -] Petrakos; [T]ag £[oL8ag?] Chaniotis | | 

Line 3: 8£i[Lav] supplied by Petrakos; [XXNv - - -?] Chaniotis l 

Line 4. Petrakos | | Line 6: [£FDa]X£LV T[O aVoyvVoLov?] 
Chaniotis l 

Line 7: [- - oVo]vt0og 
Petrakos; oU[oRov, - - -] Lupu 

Line 8: oD[oR- - -] Petrakos; O[OXOVg/X7 
- - -] Lupu 

Line 9: D00G 8£ [- - -] Chaniotis 1 I Line 12. Petrakos 

EPIGRAPHICAL COMMENTARY 

The letters are, on the whole, nicely executed though with a few irregulari- 

ties. They are more crowded and at times relatively smaller in the lower 

part of the fragment. 
Line 1. What look like the upper left and bottom tips of T appear on 23. B. Leonardos, in I. Oropos, 

the stone, although the upper left tip is closer to the preceding letter than p. 183, no. 278. For the monument 

T is elsewhere on the stone and might be a scratch. 
see no. 444 and pl. E, no. 15. 
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Figure 3. I. Oropos 278. Photographs 
of squeezes, taken in different light. 
Photos author 

Line 6. The last trace might be taken for a lower tip of a somewhat 
slanting stroke. The closest parallel is the left lower stroke of the Q in 
line 10 but a scratch is likely. 

Line 7. : The lower part of the letter is concealed by what looks like a 
drop of cement and the right part is damaged by the break. The letter P 
(so Petrakos) is possible. 

Line 9. Before the B there is a trace, very likely a scratch, which may 
be the middle part of a vertical stroke. 

COMMENTARY 

Petrakos dated the inscription to the 4th century B.C., identifying it as a 
sacred law listing offerings and sacrifices to a divinity.24 He referred to this 
inscription in his comment on LSCG 69, lines 30-31, noting that leaving 
the choice of victims to the worshippers was a result of the broader policy 
of the sanctuary and adding a reference to the sacrificial relief discussed 
above (Fig. 1) and to Pausanias's description of incubation on a ram's skin.25 
The inscription was also discussed twice by Angelos Chaniotis. In EBGR 
1997 he observed that the fragment seemed to concern sacrifices, recog- 
nizing the mention of a table of offerings, animals, an amount of two obols, 
and a lease of an item referred to by ,ua0x,u in line 11.26 In SEG XLVII 
488 he suggested [X]oeg ,u£[otdoeg?] in line 1; 8£i[LAV M@XNV - - -?] in line 3; 

24. I. Oropos, p. 183. 
25. I. Oropos, p. 182. 
26. Chaniotis and Mylonopoulos 

2000, p. 206. 
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and [£Mp]X£LV T[0 atoyvtoLov?] in line 6.27 In line 2 he recognized a form 
of Tt0aZ£4A, noting that Tt0aZ£4X and Tt0aZ£40@ were also possible. 
In line 9 he recognized a 8£ after Doog. In line 11 he noted that Co0Xy 
suggested that this document "may concern the duties and rights of a per- 
son who leased a priesthood." In line 12 he recognized a "provision for the 
supply of wood for sacrifices." 

Despite the extremely fragmentary state of the document, it seems 
possible to distinguish, if only for the sake of discussion, between two or 
perhaps three sections, the first two divided by the vacat in line 5. The 
sense of lines 6-9 is clear: this is a sacrificial tariff enumerating require- 
ments for private persons who offer sacrifice at the Amphiareion. It re- 
lates, as Petrakos hinted, to the stipulation of sacrificial freedom in LSCG 
69, lines 30-31. Sacrificial context is evident in lines 1-5 and probable in 
lines 10-13, although articulation of the latter lines is considerably more 
difficult. 

In line 2 the presence of a cult table is enough to suggest a sacrificial 
context and, more precisely, a clause dealing with distribution of the parts 
of a victim. Cult tables are normally mentioned in sacred laws in such 
clauses for the simple reason that parts of the victim would be placed on 
them.28 In practice, these parts are likely to have gone to the priest.29 As 
Chaniotis noted, both a verbal form30 and (perhaps more likely) a noun 
are possible here. If a noun is correct, one might restore [£116 (8£?) TNV] 

TtOz£4[V] as in LSCG28 (SEGXLE 173) 3-4, 9, 10-11, 14-15, 18, 23 
(where the restorations are secure). 

In line 3, 8£i[LAV] iS most likely a reference to a part of a victim. KXN 
(thigh, ham) suggested by Chaniotis is very probable.32 When a distinc- 
tion between right and left legs is made, right legs usually go to the priest.33 
It is therefore very likely that the right thigh is mentioned here and would 
be assigned to a priest as a prerogative for the sacrifice. 

In line 4 the possible reference to a tripod could make sense in a sac- 
rificial context since a tripod can simply be a three-legged stand for a 
cauldron used to cook the meat of the victims.34 This use is evident on a 

table, I. Oropos 408 (3rd century B.C.). 

29. These parts should, of course, 
be distinguished from divine portions 
put on the altar, consisting of inedible 
organs such as thighbones wrapped 
in fat. On priestly prerogatives and 
portions and cult tables, see Putt- 
kammer 1912, pp. 1-16; Gill 1991, 
pp. 15-19; Le Guen-Pollet 1991; 
van Straten 1995, pp. 154-155. 

30. For verbal forms (restored in- 
stances in brackets), see LSCG [64, 
lines 13-14]; 65, line 86; 125, lines 2, 
[7, 9]; I.Perg. III 161 A, lines 1, 7. 

31. There are many examples. For 
a few representative cases see LSCG 
28 (SEG XLVI 173), lines 3-4, 9, 
10-11, 14-15, 18, 23; 163, line 17; 
LSAM24 A, lines 15-20; I.Kallatis 47, 

line 3 (LSCG 90, line 5). 
32. Another possibility is ,utztoattoa 

(half the head): LSCG 28, lines 4, 9, 
[11, 15], 19, [23]; 29, line 8; SEG 
V 113, lines 16, 17; cf. also 
Amipsias, Connus, fr. 7 (PCG). 

33. Left legs may go to the divinity 
(who might have to settle for only the 
bones); so, too, as may the left half of 
the head, as is mentioned in Amipsias, 
Connus, fr. 7 (PCG). See Puttkammer 
1912, pp.23-25; for the right thigh see 
also Jameson et al. 1993, p. 38. 

34. Tripods were dedicated at 
Oropos at the sanctuary of the nymph 
Halia (Petrakos 1968, pp.54-58; for 
inscribed tripod bases from this site, 
some now at the Amphiareion, see 
I. Oropos, nos.511-516). 

27. For line 3, Chaniotis cites the 
zMv 8Lavr[X]! 8rEtav received by the 
priests in IG II2 1361 (LSCG 45), 
line 5 (see appendix: 1). For line 6, 
he cites I. Oropos 276 (LSCG Suppl. 35), 
lines 4-5, and IG VII 235 (I. Oropos 
277, LSCG 69), lines 13 and 40, all of 
which prescribe deposition of money in 
the Amphiareion's thesauros. 

28. The table of Amphiaraos is 
mentioned in the late-3rd-century B.C. 

I. Oropos 324 (LSCG 70), lines 4-5 
(cf. line 10). It stood inside the great 
temple built around the second 
quarter of the 4th century B.C. (see 
Petrakos 1968, p. 69), where a base 
possibly belonging to it has been 
discovered (Petrakos 1968, p. 99). 
Cf. also the inscribed votive cult 
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Figure 4. Fragment of an Athenian 
black-figure volute crater showing a 
sacrificial scene. Athens, National 
Archaeological Museum, inv. Akr 
654. Courtesy National Archaeological 
Museum, Athens 

fragment of an Athenian black-figure volute crater with a sacrificial scene 
(Fig. 4),35 depicting inter alia the cooking of sacrificial meat in a lebes on 
top of a tripod over a fire.36 The original use of tripods as cauldron stands 
during sacrifice may account for some tripod dedications in sanctuaries.37 

Although the exact restoration of lines 5-9 is very difficult, the nature 
of the original text is hinted at by the use in line 7 of the genitive case for 
the animal, followed by what appears to be a reference to a monetary value; 
the possible genitive-case ending in line 8, followed again by a possible 
reference to monetary value; and the animal in the genitive case in line 9. 
The formula of animal in the genitive plus monetary value occurs in a 
number of sacred laws that prescribe fees to be paid by worshippers for the 
sacrifice of particular victims, with or without listing specific parts of the 
respective animals. As these documents tend to regulate private sacrifice,38 
they may mention small animals39 that are less likely to appear in docu- 
ments regulating public sacrifice in which large quantities of meat are dis- 
tributed.40 Documents (or sections in documents) of this kind may be re- 
ferred to as sacrificial tariffs. An annotated list of representative examples 
is presented in the appendix. 

Chaniotis's [£M5a]X£LV, referring to money put in the sanctuary's the- 
sauros (treasury/offertory box),4l the existence of which at the Amphiareion 
is well documented,42 is undoubtedly correct. Restoring oD[oRov] in line 7 
and oD[oRovg/X] in line 8 seems equally secure to me. The sums of money 
put in the thesauros here, however, are likely to have been paid neither for 

38. See appendix: comment 5. 
39. See appendix: 6 (hare) and 7 

(rooster). The bird in 4 may have a 
cultic significance due to its special 
relationship with Aphrodite; see Parker 
and Obbink 2000, p. 438. 

40. See, e.g., LSCG 33 B; LSCG 
Suppl. 11; SEGXLV 1508 A. 

41. For a study of which see Kamin- 
ski 1991; cf. Knoepfler 1998; Parker 
and Obbink 2000, pp. 436-438. 

42. For the deposition of money in 
the thesauros of the Amphiareion, see 
LSCG 69, lines 13,23,40; LSCG Suppl. 
35, line 4. For the allocation of money 
collected, see I. Oropos 324 (LSCG 70), 
lines 33-39, and I. Oropos 290, lines 16- 
25, which are discussed in the appen- 
dix: comment 8. 

35. Athens, National Archaeological 
Museum, inv. Akr 654. See further van 
Straten 1995, pp.147-148, fig. 154. 

36. Cf. an Athenian red-figure vase 
in the British Museum (E 163) show- 
ing Jason and Medea flanking a three- 
legged cauldron over a fire with a live 
ram inside and another vase in Leiden, 
Rijksmuseum PC 32 (ex Canino 1345), 
showing two men next to a similar 
apparatus with a boy inside; LIMC V, 
1999, p.634, pls.59,62, s.v. Iason 
(J. Neils). For a pot, obviously for 
cooking meat, in a sacrificial context, 
see SEGADU(V 113, lines 21-22, 
[E]loBa £g16 TOV XUTpoV "wood for the 
pot" (cf. LSCG 7 B, line 25, and LSCG 
Suppl. 19, line 92: ioBa £g16 TOV XpOV 

"wood for the altar"). 

37. Their original use as cult imple- 
ments certainly accounts for dedica- 
tions of cult tables and altars that have 
little other use, but does not necessarily 
mean that all such objects were used or 
intended to be used; some might be 
representations preserving only the 
original idea. Small tripods (pso- 
8Coxo) are mentioned in the list of ex- 
votos that follows the decree concern- 
ing old ex-votos in the Amphiareion 
(late 3rd century B.C.; I. Oropos 324, 
lines 65, 66 [LSCG 70 has only lines 1- 
52]) and in the fragmentary 4th- 
century B.C. inventory list, I. Oropos 19, 
line 10. A tripod is depicted on a votive 
relief of Apollo (second half of the 4th 
century B.C.) from the Amphiareion: 
Petrakos 1968, p. 124, no. 26, pl. 43:b. 
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incubation (LSCG 69, lines 23, 40; LSCG Suppl. 35 [I. Oropos 276], line 4) 
nor as a penalty (LSCG 69, line 13) but, as examples 3-8 in the appendix 
suggest, relate directly to the animals mentioned thereafter. These sums 
are fees that worshippers were to pay for the sacrifice of these animals. 

The first animal mentioned (line 7) may be a chicken: the general 
otoveg refers mainly, though not exclusively, to chickens.43 In the beginning 
of line 8, ]og ought to be taken as a genitive ending referring to an animal44 
larger than the otoveg, since tariffs tend to list animals according to size.45 A 
number of animals such as hare (i.e., doeovzovg, [doeovzo8]og),46 goat (oe'eX, 
[oety]og),47 or, if the bird is not a chicken, chicken or rooster (0t£XTt0V@V, 

0t£XT0V@V]0g; ZXtg [XXt8]og;48 X£XT@t0, [aR£Xt0t0]0g)49 are possible. 
Evidence can be cited for and against each of these possibilities. 

The next animal that appears in the text (line 9) is a bovine. Since the 
line's length cannot be restored with any degree of probability, it is impos- 
sible to know which animals (if any) were mentioned in between and 
whether they were named specifically50 or referred to generally in classes 
such as "quadrupeds" or "adult/young victims.''5l \£ (suggested by Chaniotis) 
following Doog would ideally distinguish the bovine from smaller animals, 
but £V would ordinarily be required, and as early as after [oto]veHog.52 

Little else can be said with any certainty. The sense of lines 6-9 is, 
however, quite clear. It is a sacrificial tariff. The original might have said 
something like £[tg 8£ TOV HYlaautoov £MDa]X£LV T[OVg HvovTag (lacuna?) 
oto]veHog oD[oRov, (lacuna)[- - -]og dvo oD[oRovg/, (lacuna)] Doog 
8£[- - -] (Those who offer sacrifice shall put in the thesauros [- - -] an obol 
for a bird [- - -], two obols for a [- - -] for a bovine [- - -]). 

In line 10 compare for [- - -]v XtO£tA [- - - -] SEG 1119, lines 
28-29 (Nakone; ca. early to mid-3rd century B.C.): 

zoee Toe woe Toev Hvotoev ooxv XtO£tA £aTt 

° TaMeas wat°rX£T@- ZR 

The treasurer shall provide anything else needed for sacrifice. 

The resemblance might be coincidental, but a similar phrase, assigning 
the provision of"anything else that might be needed for the sacrifice" to 
someone be it worshippers or the sanctuary's authorities would make 
sense here. 

43. See Robert 1966, p. 196, n. 127. 
Cf. LSJ s.v. opvLS III. 

44. See appendix: 1-4, 7, and com- 
ment 4. 

45. See appendix: comment 1. 
46. See appendix: 6. 
47. A common victim but perhaps 

too large if it is to follow the bird 
directly. 

48. For the accent see LSJ s.v. 
xaRatS, the identification of which as a 
chicken may not be entirely secure. 

49. See appendix: 7; cf. Ar. jqmphia- 
raos, fr. 17 (PCG), discussed below 
(pp. 332-333). Outside of private 

sacrifice, chickens tend to be offered 
with other victims: the rooster (aR£x- 
[puova]) in LSAM 67 B, line 3, is of- 
fered together with a number of other, 
larger animals; the chickens/roosters 
(xaRatg) in LSCG 60, lines 5, 6, 23, are 
offered in connection with cattle sacri- 
fice; in LSCG 172, line 4, xaRa8ta are 
offered together with a goat. Three 
chickens/roosters appear in LSCG 51: 
the first (aR£xTpuxv, line 5) is probably 
wholly burnt; the others (aR£xTop£g, 
line 27) are offered together. 

50. As in examples 2 and 3 in the 
appendix. 

51. As in 4 and 7 (cf. 8) in the 
appendix. Both 4 and 7 specifically 
name the smallest animal bird, 
rooster and the largest bovine; 
note the similarity to the present 
tariff; animals between the smallest 
and largest are referred to in general 
terms. 

52. See appendix: 1, 3, and 4. A 
number, i.e., 8£[xa], is unlikely here 
since the sum of ten obols is not a 
fraction of a drachma (six obols per 
drachma) and the sum of ten drachmas 
would be much too high. 
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In line 11, ,utoOct)uL may preserve part of either a nominal (,utoOct),uoe) 
or verbal form (perfect middle/passive of 1ltoOoct)). A lease of a priest- 
hood53 seems unlikely. During the Hellenistic period the sale of priest- 
hoods became common in parts of Asia Minor and adjacent islands but it 
is rarely attested elsewhere. In mainland Greece the practice appears to 
have been almost entirely avoided.54 The one allusion to it in a sacred law 
from the mainland comes from the early-2nd-century A.C. document of 
an Athenian cultic association, SEGXXXI 122, lines 17-18. Considering 
this, other possibilities, such as leasing of sacred property55 or contracting 
services essential for the performance of cult,56 seem more probable. 

In line 12, qc4X[v] (i.e., firewood; ,vXa and (ppoyava are common) 
is, as Chaniotis suggested, a likely reference to the provision of wood for 
sacrifice.57 

THE NEW FRAGMENT, LSCG 69, AND 
PRE-INCUBATION SACRIFICE 

It should by now be clear that lines 1-5 of the new fragment relate to sac- 
rifice; the same is probable for lines 10-13. It is difficult to determine, 
however, whether these are self-contained sections and what their rela- 
tionship, if any, is to each other. Similarly, their relations to the tariff are a 
matter for conjecture and it is not clear whether the entire document was 
general, i.e., intended to consider different aspects of sacrificial activity at 
the Amphiareion (like LSCG 69, lines 25-36), or specific, regulating a 

. . . parecu ar actlv1ty. 
More precision is possible in defining the tariff itself (lines 6-9) be- 

cause of its obvious relationship to the stipulation of LSCG 69, lines 30- 
31. Like LSCG 69, the tariff deals with offerings made by private indi- 
viduals. Both allow these individuals a choice of animal. Whereas the 
sacrificial freedom thus envisioned is expressed in LSCG 69 in a general 
way, it is given a more concrete form in the tariff by the listing of possible 
victims. As we have seen, the stipulation of LSCG 69 affects pre-incuba- 
tion sacrifice; I suggest the same was true for the tariff. The sums of money 
mentioned in the tariff are fees paid before incubation for the sacrifice of 
the animals listed. These fees need not have canceled the incubation fee: 

53. Suggested by Chaniotis, SEG 
XLVII 488, citing LSCG Suppl. 47; 
Andros, 1st century B.C. 

54. The custom is first documented 
in the late 4th century B.C. See GGR 
II2, pp. 77-78, cf. I2, p. 732; Debord 
1982, pp. 63-71; Parker and Obbink 
2000, pp. 421-422, n. 16. Most evi- 
dence comes from Ionia, Caria, and 
Cos. For Chios see LSCG Suppl. 77-78. 
The custom is also documented in 
Egypt (Debord 1982, p. 338, n. 117). 
Otherwise see Thasos: LSCG Suppl. 71 
(2nd century B.C.; sale of the eponymic 

title of an association of Sarapists); 
Tomi (a colony of Miletos): LSCG 87 
(3rd century B.C.). A recently published 
fragment from Samos, IGXII 6 I 170, 
is likely to have originated on the 
Ionian mainland (Klaus Hallof, pers. 
comm., August 2002). 

55. Perhaps including, by analogy to 
the charter of the shopkeepers at the 
Samian Heraion (IGXtI 6 I 169; 
SEG XXVII 545), leasing of shops 
such as those mentioned in I. Oropos 
290, line 18 (see appendix: comment 8). 

56. If ,utcef3x,u (line 11) pertains to 

"contract price," as in the 4th-century 
B.C. regulations for the Lesser Pan- 
athenaia, LSCG 33 B, line 28. 

57. See axcZ,a: LSCG 55, line 11; 
LSCG Suppl. 22, line 7 (discussed be- 
low, p.332). _vXa: LSCG 7 B, line 25; 
17 A b, line 6; 96, line 18; 177, line 39 
LSCG Suppl. 7, line 5; 19, lines 86-92 
passim; SEGXXXV 113, lines 21-22. 
@puyava: LSCG 2 A, lines 2,8-9; B, 
line 6; D, lines 5-6; 28 (SEGXLVI 
173), lines 2-8 passim, 22; 151 C, 
lines 13-14. 
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incubation fees would be paid at the very outset of the process;58 sacrificial 
fees would be paid upon sacrifice.59 

Pre-incubation sacrifice may have been the most common occasion 
for sacrifice at the Amphiareion, but other occasions must have existed, 
including perhaps a thanksgiving offering for the cure60 or even sacrifice 
to other divinities, particularly those whose names were inscribed on the 
great altar.61 The tariff may be as concerned with such occasions as with 
pre-incubation sacrifice. Yet, in oracular and healing sanctuaries fees are 
predominantly connected to consultation.62 The fragment shares key ele- 
ments with pre-incubation documents from sanctuaries of Asklepios and 
a comparison suggests that it is not impossible for the document to be 
concerned in its entirety with pre-incubation sacrifice. Provision of fire- 
wood (GCat) is mentioned alongside other items (barley groats, wreaths) 
needed for the pre-incubation sacrifice at the Epidaurian Asklepicion in 
LSCG Suppl. 22 (4th century s.c.).63 Prospective incubants are charged 
half an obol for wood for the sacrifice of a suckling victim and an obol 
for wood for the sacrifice of a full-grown victim.64 I.Perg. III 161 (2nd cen- 
tury A.C.)65 prescribes table offerings (A, lines 7-8) and three obols to be 
put in the thesauros (A 8, lines 22-23) at pre-incubation sacrifices at the 
Pergamene Asklepicion. The very fragmentary sacrificial regulations per- 
taining to the cult of Asklepios from Amphipolis, SEG XLIV 505 (ca. 
35S300 B.C.), mention incubation (lines 3, 8), one drachma (line 4), money 
(line 11), and possibly payment (line 15); even without the restorations, 
pre-incubation sacrifice is very likely. One can pursue such analogies fur- 
ther 66 but I avoid doing so since the fragmentary state of the present docu- 
ment calls for caution. 

Sheep fleece is known to have been ascribed particular purifi- 
catory value.67 Substituting a chicken for a ram would seem ridiculous. 
Yet, the notion of substitution may well be anachronistic, and one also 
might wonder what role the chicken (Yl aR£Xovxv) plays at the Amphi- 
areion in Aristophanes' Amphiaraos.68 Perhaps it would be sacrificed as a 

58. LSCG 69, lines 20-22, zzaplxrlv 
8z 8C8ouv ToXu ,uzABovTa (3zpaszvzcef3at 
vlso Tov (3zou xX: Whoever intends to 
be healed by the god shall pay as a fee, 
etc. Cf. LSCG Suppl. 35, lines 3-5. 

59. The sequence of payment-sacri- 
fice-incubation is in fact evident in the 
arrangement of LSCG 69. 

60. Cf. LSAM24, lines 30-36 
(Erythrai,380-360 B.C.). In Pausanias's 
time persons cured at the Amphiareion 
expressed their gratitude by throwing 
money into the god's sacred spring 
(1.30.4). In I.Perg. III 161 A, lines 31- 
33 one phokais for Apollo and one for 
Asklepios are to be put into the thesau- 
ros as payment for the cure at the Per- 
gamene Asklepieion. 

61. On these divinities see Petrakos 
1968, p. 96; Schachter 1981, p.26. For 
other gods at the Amphiareion see 

also I. Oropos 282-283,336(?),345(?), 
347(?),357,392, 463. On sanctuaries 
of other gods at Oropos see Petrakos 
1968, pp.54-55. Sacrifices, obviously 
public, both to Amphiaraos and the 
other gods of the Amphiareion are 
referred to in the honorific decree, 
I. Oropos 297, lines 14-15 (332/1 B.C.). 

62. See Sokolowski 1954, pp. 153- 
154, 158 (Petropoulou's [1991, pp.25- 
26] interpretation of the fees in LSCG 
Suppl. 22 seems more correct) and add 
SEG XLIV 505 and I.Perg. III 161 A, 
lines 8, 22-23. 

63. Fuller text in Peek 1969, no. 
336; see, on this inscription, Petropou- 
lou 1991. 

64. Cf. in this respect LSCG Suppl. 7 
(IG I3 129) where firewood seems to 
be provided (perhaps with a payment) 
for the sacrifice of a suckling pig. It is 

a purificatory offering but the cult in 
qUeStlOn 1S un inown. 

65. The law itself is probably quite 
a bit earlier. See M. Worrle's commen- 
tary, I.Perg. III, pp.169-170. 

66. For example, analogy to LSCG 
Suppl. 22 could suggest that [- - -]v 
xpa [- - -] (line 10) might have some- 
thing to do with provision of other pre- 
incubation items such as the barley 
groats and wreaths mentioned there. 

67. See Jameson et al.1993, pp.83, 
95. For the use of fleece in the purifi- 
cation of a murderer, add LSCG Suppl. 
115B,line52. 

68. Fr. 17; note, on the role of the 
chicken, Kaibel's comment quoted in 
PCG III 2, p. 42. The play was pro- 
duced in 414 B.C.; see Petropoulou 
1981, pp.57-58. 
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thanksgiving69 or other offering. Perhaps those who would be incubants 
brought it to offer before incubation. After all, they might have known 
that at the Amphiareion "each person shall be allowed to offer anything he 
wishes."70 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Amphiareion, founded in the late 5th century, became in the course 
ofthe 4th century a prosperous and popular healing sanctuary. These years, 
during which the powers controlling the Amphiareion changed repeat- 
edly,7l are marked by intensive building activity,72 undoubtedly prompted 
by the growing popularity of the cult. With the gain in popularity came a 
growing need to codify cultic activity. It was necessary to update the earli- 
est known sacred law from the Amphiareion, LSCG Suppl.35, which prob- 
ably precedes the King's Peace (387/6 B.C.) and has unfortunately reached 
us in an extremely fragmentary state. The updated law, LSCG 69, dating 
from between 387 and 377 B.C., regulates the duties of the priest, the 
neokoros, and the conduct of worshippers; sets down rules for incubation; 
and deals in a general way with sacrifice at the sanctuary.73 It is sufficiently 
well preserved to be identified as a general law code for the Amphiareion, 
summarizing the policies governing different aspects of the sanctuary's 

. . . 

actvltles. 

But factors such as the growing popularity of the sanctuary, a wish to 
take advantage of this situation,74 increasing building and maintenance 
costs, and the change of rulers resulted in a continuing need to rework the 
regulations even after the publication of the code evident in the erasures 
it underwent. The incubation fee changed: LSCG Suppl. 35, line 6, had 
required at least one Boiotian drachma; in LSCG 69, lines 22-23, the sum 
of no less than nine obols, payable in any legal currency, is inscribed in a 
rasura.75 The stipulation in LSCG 69, line 30, which had originally pro- 
nounced all skins of sacrificial victims sacred property, was at one point 
erased though no new information was given.76 In LSCG 69, lines 24-25, 

69. Cf. the "Rooster to Asklepios" 
(P1. Phdr. 118a); see Edelstein and 
Edelstein 1945 [1998], I, nos. 482, 
523-531; II, pp. 188-190. 

70. Healing at the Amphiareion 
cannot further concern us here. It 
did not necessarily end with incuba- 
tion, but little can be said with any 
certainty except that the fragments 
of Aristophanes'Amphiaraos and 
anecdotal comments in late sources 
(Philostr. VA 2.37: three-days' absten- 
tion from wine and a one-day absten- 
tion from food prior to incubation; 
Geoponica II 35.8: abstention from 
beans in the cult of Amphiaraos) 
suggest a complex process. For dietary 
practices see in general Deubner 1900, 
pp. 14-17. 

71. For chronology see Petrakos's 
testimonia in I. Oropos 495-502, up- 
dating Petrakos 1968, pp. 22-32. 

72. Especially between 377 and 
338 B.C. For a summary see Petrakos 
1968, pp. 68-70. 

73. For the relations between the 
two documents and their dates, see 
Petropoulou 1981, pp. 55-63 (esp. 
pp. 58-59), where she argues that 
LSCG Suppl. 35, which requires no 
less than one Boiotian drachma as an 
incubation fee, ought to antedate the 
King's Peace and the dissolution of the 
Boiotian league. She dates LSCG 69 
between 387 and 377 B.C., when Oro- 
pos was autonomous and accepted 
payment in any legal currency from 
the incubants. These dates are accepted 

by Petrakos in I. Oropos, p. 439; cf., 
however, Knoepfler's reservations, esp. 
1988, p.233; 1992, p. 452; 1998, p. 105, 
n.28. 

74."Greediness resides at Oropos" 
_ 7 qv Xuzv atoxoocav xaTotxv zv 

'Qtoz) [Dicaearchus] GGMI 104.25, 
cf.100-101.7 (= FHG II 259-260.25, 
cf. 256-257.7); Durrbach 1890, pp. 83- 
84. 

75. See Petropoulou 1981, pp. 62- 
63; cf. p. 54, suggesting that the raise 
was due to inflation. 

76. Petropoulou (1981, pp. 60-63) 
suggests that the erasure reflects the 
inclusion of the pentaeteric Greater 
Amphiareia among the Athenian festi- 
vals subject to Lykourgos's dermatikon 
tax (for the festival see above, n.5). 
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an erasure affected either the preceding discussion of incubation or the 

following section on sacrifice; in lines 37-38 two more erasures affected 

the discussion of incubation resumed in line 36.77 

The exigencies that brought about these changes might have occa- 

sioned further legislation, and the extant sacred laws, LSCG Suppl. 35 and 

LSCG 69, may represent only a part of a larger group of related docu- 

ments. The new fragment is likely to belong to this group. As we have 

seen, a close relationship between the sacrificial tariff and the stipulation 

in LSCG 69, lines 30-31, is obvious. Besides introducing a new source of 

income (assuming that the sacrificial fee did not abolish the incubation 

fee), the tariff may represent a wish to elaborate upon the general stipula- 

tion of LSCG 69, lines 30-31, or state it in more precise terms.78 Whether 

a comparable wish to elaborate upon the sacrificial policies of the sanctu- 

ary regarding a single event or multiple events motivated the publication 

of the law I cannot say with any certainty. Likewise, the variables are too 

many to determine when exactly it was published, by whom, and for how 

long it was in effect. 
The importance of this fragment goes beyond indicating that cult 

administration was a dynamic matter at the Amphiareion at Oropos in the 

4th century B.C. Studied in the light of other available evidence for sacri- 

fice at the sanctuary, the fragment informs us about the cult itself by sup- 

porting the notion that the rules affecting the pre-incubation sacrifice at 

the Amphiareion were more flexible than they appear from Pausanias's 

account. This is by no means to discredit Pausanias, who no doubt pro- 

vides an accurate description of the norms prevailing at the Amphiareion 

in his time. It is only to suggest that these norms were not necessarily the 

rule, at least not some 400 years earlier. 

77. Cf. Petropoulou's discussion 

(1981, p. 61). 
78. Various reasons may underlie 

the need for precision. For example, 

providing a list of animals would make 

it clear that the choice of victim was 

not limited to animals commonly 

offered, but also included some not 

commonly offered such as a bird/ 

chicken. Permission to sacrifice a spe- 

cific animal, perhaps a chicken (see 

n. 8 above), is explicitly given in LSCG 

161 A, lines 2-3, 5-7, because that 

animal was not a customary victim 

(C£o£a Ta vo,uCo,u£v[a] line 2) and 

the permission was not self-evident. 
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SAGRI FlGIAL TARI FFS 

The term sacrificial tariff as used here refers only to lists prescribing pay- 
ment in cash with or without payment in kind for the sacrifice of victims 
listed alongside. The best example of such a list is the ca. late-4th to early- 
3rd-century B.C. Punic inscription known as the Marseilles Tariff (CIS I 
165; EdI69; COS 1.98), comprising twenty-one partially preserved lines. 
Comparable Greek tariffs are shorter and usually form sections in longer 
documents. I append here a list of select representative examples with a 
few technical comments to support my discussion above.79 

1 LSCG 45, lines 2-7 (Peiraieus, 4th century B.C.). The sacrificial fee is 
accompanied by quite extensive prerogatives in kind: 

£aV 8£ TL5 Hvt 
t 0£Xt T@V Op£@V@V 065 £X£aTt TOV t£00V aT£X£65 aDToUg HV£LV 

[£]av 8£ t86Xv5 TL5 Hvut Nt H£Xt 8taovaL Tft t£p£aL yaXaHNvov £V: 

IC: 
[X]aL To 8£pMa MaL MXV 8Lav£[X]f 8£6Lav7 Tov 8£ T£X£0V: 1ll: MaL 

8£pMa MaL 

[X]XXYIV MaTa TavTa, 005 8£: IC: MaL To 8£pMa- 8taovaL 8£ Ta 
c , 

t£p£XAVVa T@- 

[V £]V 0N[£]t@V Tt t£p£aL, T@V 8£ pp£V@V T@t t£p£t 

When one of the orgeones who share the sanctuary sacrifices to the 
goddess,80 they shall sacrifice free of tax. When a private person 
sacrifices to the goddess, he shall pay the priestess for a suckling 
victim one and a half obols and the skin and the right leg in its 
entirety; for a full-grown victim three obols and the skin and the 
thigh in the same way; for a bovine one and a half obols and the 
skin. Priestly prerogatives from female victims shall be given to the 
priestess; those from male victims to the priest. 

2 Iscr. Cos ED 216 B, lines 4-8 (Cos, ca. 225 or ca. 175 s.c.).81 A woman 
who sacrifices to Dionysos Thyllophoros shall give the priestess as pre- 
rogatives (T£p): 

79. For a general discussion see 
Sokolowski 1954; cf. Parker and 
Obbink 2000, pp. 437-438. 

80. Bendis. 
81. Cf. the later sale of this priest- 

hood, LSCG 166, lines 62-65. The date 
is according to Parker and Obbink 
2000, p. 422. 
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TOV £V NXa[TO]v t£t0£tOV %aL T£X£tO[V] 

[a]%£X05 %aL 8£O,Ua %aL TtoLO8oXovS TOV 8£ £T£XXV %£9a- 

[X]av %aL woaas %aL 8£oQua %aL o8oXov! vog 8£ o%£X05 %aL 

[TtO]tODOXOV, XoLtoLoU 8£ %£9aXAV %aL ZO8a5 %[aL] ODOXOV, 

[[8]oo5 8£ o%£X05 %aL 8£oa %aL 8toaFav 

For full-grown sheep victims the leg, skin, and three obols; for 
yearlings the head, skin, trotters, and an obol; for a pig the leg and 
three obols; for a piglet the head, trotters, and an obol; for a bovine 
the leg, skin, and a drachma. 

In a number of cases the money is to be put into a thesauros. The verb aw- 

atoX£sHat is employed in the following examples: 

3 LSCG 88, lines 11-15 (Olbia, around 230 s.c.).82 The law is written 
under a list of the members of the board of seven in charge of the thesauros. 
The large sums are explained as the actual prices of the victims rather than 
as sacrificial fees.83 

tovs HvovTas awatox£sHat 
[£]t5 Tov Hsavtoov 
,Soog £V XttoV5 8La%0aL0V5 

t£t0£60V 8£ %at atyos ota%ootovs 
N \ c sS, . £ . . ovs 0£ £G%ovTa. 

Those offering sacrifice shall first pay to the thesauros: for a bovine 
1,200; for a sheep84 and for a goat 300; for - - -(?) 60. 

4 Parker and Obbink 2000, pp. 416-417, lines 10-12; sale of a priest- 
hood of Aphrodite Pandamos and Pontia (Cos, late 2nd century B.C.). 

Lines 16-22 postulate that the keys ofthe thesauroi85 be kept by the prostatai, 
who would open them in the presence of the priestess, who would receive 
half the sum collected therein. The other half would be deposited in the 
goddess's account in the public bank and be used for sanctuary construc- 
tion and repairs as determined by the assembly:86 

awatox£sHxv 8£ %at Tot 06z06 ZaVT£5 T06 Hvov£g £5 Tov Hsavtoov 
ta[t] 

A(ptoodat £zt £V 06 8toaFaq dvo, £zt 8£ Tots aRBots TOv £V T£- 

£tOV 8toaXMav, TOv 8£ aT£X£tOV T060DO<O>V, o0V6{aL}005 8£ 

ODOXOV- 

All the rest of those offering sacrifice shall pay to the thesauros for 
Aphrodite for a bovine two drachmas, for the rest a drachma for 
full-grown victims, three obols for non-full-grown victims, and an 
obol for a bird. 

5 LSCG Suppl. 72 A, lines 1-3 (Thasos, 1st century B.C.), inscribed on a 
thesauros, prescribes a flat fee and sentences transgressors to a bad con- 
science; each year the thesauros money would be handed over to the 
hieromnemon for safekeeping. Once the sum of 1,000 drachmas had been 

82. For the date, Kaminski 1991, 
p. 178. 

83. See Sokolowski's commentary, 
LSCG 88; in line 15, he prints [. .], but 
the earliest editors he cites print traces. 

84. Literally "victim"; see Etym. 
Magn., s.v. t£p£60V, and commentaries. 

85. Parker and Obbink (2000, 
pp. 436-437) suggest that thesauroi are 
referred to in the plural because each 
Aphrodite had one. 

86. Cf. the similar stipulations in 
an older sale of this priesthood, Iscr. Cos 
ED 178 b (A), lines 12-16; see further 
Parker and Obbink 2000, pp. 437-439. 
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collected, the council and the people would deliberate on the dedication or 
construction for Theo(a)genes on which it should be spent: 

Tovs Ovovocac: @£0y£VN L 

[E)a]cw[t]t asatoX£aOaL £65 TOV H- 
cwavtoov ! £Rassov ODOXOV- 

Those offering sacrifice to Thasian Theogenes shall pay to the 
thesauros not less than an obol. 

The verb £u,BaBA£v is used in the following examples: 

6 LSCG 125 (Mytilene, 2nd century B.C.) enumerates victims, the distri- 
bution oftheir parts, and sums of money (nowlost) to be put into a thesauros, 
obviously as a fee for the sacrifice. Specific parts that are to be placed on 
the cult table probably go to the priest. The phrase [£VDa]X£TO £65 TOV 

HNcwa[vtoov] occurs in line 5 and can be securely restored in lines 7-8. Lines 
6-8 read: 

vac. o dj£ %£ aaaVZO[8a oUtl voa]- 

[s£4X]sHx £V tav[a, £65 8£ TOV H]- 
[cwavto]ov £VpaX£[TO- - -] 

Whoever sacrifices a hare shall place on the cult table the same parts 
(described in lines 2-3) and put into the thesauros [- - -]. 

7 LSCG Suppl. 108, lines 8-12 (Rhodes, 1st century A.C.): 

%a0' adtTovs Hvovta 
£VDaX£LV £65 TOV H- 
ceavtoov Doos Aa', X[v] 
aBAxv T£TtoaZo8Ov [.] 

a£%TOtOOS £ . 

Whoever sacrifices in the adyton shall put into the thesauros one 
drachma for a bovine, [half a drachma?] for other quadrupeds, a 
fifth(?)87 of a drachma for a rooster. 

8 LSAM 73, lines 29-32 (Halikarnassos, 3rd century B.C.), stipulates 
the preparation of a 0Ncwavtoos for the goddess (Artemis Pergaia) and re- 
quires (lines 30-35) that:88 

£V,8aX£TOAaV 8£ 06 

HVOVT£5 £zt £V TO<L> T£X£LOt OOXOV5 aV0, £zt 

8£ yaRaH£tvt OpOXOV avotyovv 8£ 06 £6£- 

Tacwtat %aT' £vGavT<o>v Tov HNcwavtoov %at 8tAd>o[v]- 
- c o oo \ v o ff \ r 

TOV t t£t0£LaL 65 T£ zV £st%0V0LaV 1 %<a>t £65 } 

{[t]uatoRuov} %at £65 tRuatoRuov %aL Ct5 [- - -]. 

Those offering sacrifice shall put in two obols for a full-grown 
victim and an obol for a suckling victim. The exetastai shall open the 
thesauros annually and give to the priestess for the epikouria sacrifice, 
for clothing and for [- - -]. 

87. In line 12, E may denote "a fifth" 
(see LSCG Suppl., p. 177); Kaminski 
(1991, p. 180) understands five obols, 
which makes the fee only one obol 
short of the drachma paid for a bovine. 

88. I correct Sokolowski's text on 
the basis of notes in Syll.3 1015. 
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COMMENTS 

1. Animals are listed, by size, according to species (2, 3, 7), age (8), or both 
(1, 4). Sometimes only the largest and smallest are named (4, 7). When 
classification according to species is used, subclassification according to 
age may be employed (2, cf. 4). The order is either ascending (1, 2) or 
descending (3, 4, 7, 8). Similar principles can be observed in the Marseilles 
Tariff, which is arranged in a descending order. 

2. The fee generally increases according to the size of animal (3, 4, 7, 8). 

3. In 1 and probably 2, where the money is explicitly said to be a part of the 
priestly prerogatives, an equal subtotal value of cash and in-kind preroga- 
tives seems to be intended. In 1 the differences between the prerogatives 
in cash and in kind between the full-grown (non-bovine) and the bovine 
victims may be due to an equality in the combined value of the prerog- 
atives, i.e., the skin of a bovine plus one and a half obols equaled the value 
of the skin and the leg of a non-bovine full-grown victim plus three 
obols. Compare the differences in prerogatives in the adult/yearling cat- 

. * 

egorles ln z. 

A similar principle might be observed in the fragmentary Latin tariff 
Kfrom Rome, CIL Vl 820. The following points should, however, be noted: 
1) Even in 1 the yearling does not conform to this principle. The reason 
may be a wish to allow a more affordable offering. Significantly, the 
Marseilles Tariff has a special category for the poor (line 15): "For each 
sacrifice that a person poor in cattle or in bird sacrifices, the priests shall 
not receive [a thing]." 2) The cash plus in-kind value of the bovine in 2 
seems greater than that of the full-grown non-bovine victims. 

4. The animal usually appears in the genitive. 'Ewt with the dative is also 
possible as in 4 and 8. Example 6 employs an entirely different construc- 

* * * r hon constseng ot two c auses. 

5. Private sacrifice is evident where the context is clear (3 is not clear). In 
the more detailed Marseilles Tariff, lines 16-17 consider sacrifice offered 
by groups: "Any association, any clan, any fellow-drinkers' association (in 
honor) of a god, and any men who sacrifice [- - -] these men [shall pay] a 
fee for each sacrifice according to what is set in the written document 
[- - -]." Even it does not discuss public sacrifice. The Delphictelanos tar- 
iffs, prescribing cultic fees paid by particular cities and their inhabitants, 
are a different case; see LSCG Suppl. 39 (CID I 8) and 41, lines 8-12 (CID 
I 13); cf. 38 A (CID I 7), lines 25-32; CID I 1. 

6. 'Awapx£aOat vs. £,BaBA£v. Both verbs prescribe the deposition of money 
in the thesauros. Whereas £,ulaV£v simply refers to the action, awapx£sHat 
defines it as an offering.89 

7. Money formally included in priestly prerogatives is given directly to the 89. See LSJ s.v. II 2, III; cf. Parker 
priest (1, 2). and Obbink 2000, p. 436. 
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8. When a thesauros is involved, whoever has control over it is in control of 
the money (obviously 3, considering the list of those in charge inscribed 
above the tariff; also 4, S, 8). The money may be divided between the 
priestess and the divinity (4). In 8, money given to the priestess is to be 
used for cult-related expenses. In 4 and 5, sacred money is used for sacred 
expenses. 

The treatment of money from the Amphiareion's thesauros is known 
in two cases, I. Oropos 290, lines 13-25 and 324 (LSCG 70), lines 33-39. In 
the first case, the decree of Pandios (369/8 B.C.),90 the priest is required to 
use twenty drachmas from the money collected in the thesauros for inscrib- 
ing a stele with the syngraphai describing the repair works of the fountain 
and the conditions according to which they have been leased out. The rest 
ofthe money from the thesauros and money from the shops should be used 
for an ap£orr ptov9l and for reimbursing the neokoros; the remainder is to 
be handed over to those in charge of sacred works who are to transfer it to 
the contractor. In the late-3rd-century B.C. ex-voto decree I. Oropos 324, 
lines 33-39 (LSCG 70 contains only lines 1-52 of the inscription), money 
from the thesauros is spent in the course of melting old dedications. 

90. See Knoepfler 1986. 
91. A special sacrifice made upon 

the occasion of alterations to divine 
property. See Stengel 1920, p. 134; 
Rudhardt 1992, p. 269. 
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